Wordscapes level 3882 answers
Wordscapes level 3882 in the Green Group and Aerial Pack contains 20 words
and the letters BDEIRU making it a relatively hard level.
This puzzle 34 extra words make it fun to play.
Reaching this point shows that you completed 45,198 words and 187,221 letters.
The words included in this word game are:
BED, BID, BUD, DUE, RED, RIB, RID, RUB, DUB, RUE, BIRD, BRED, DIRE, RIDE, RUDE,
BIDE, BRIE, DRUB, BRIDE, BURIED.
The extra or bonus words are:
DEBUR, BUR, IRED, RUED, URE, URD, BUDI, DRIB, IRE, DEI, DURE, BIER, DIB, DEB,
BREI, BURDIE, BEDU, BIDER, DUI, URDE, DIEB, BRU, IDE, BURD, DIE, RUD, RUBE,
REDUB, RUDIE, RUBIED, REB, REI, URB, REBID.
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Word definitions - wordscapes level 3882
BED - A piece of furniture, usually flat and soft, to sleep on.
BID - To issue a command; to tell.
BUD - A newly formed leaf or flower that has not yet unfolded.
DUE - Owed or owing.
RED - Having red as its colour.
RIB - Any of a series of long curved bones occurring in 12 pairs in humans and other
animals and extending from the spine to or toward the sternum.
RID - Released from an obligation, problem, etc. (usually followed by "of").
RUB - An act of rubbing.
DUB - To confer knighthood; the conclusion of the ceremony was marked by a tap on the
shoulder with the sword.
RUE - Repentance, regret.
BIRD - A member of the class of animals Aves in the phylum Chordata, characterized by
being warm-blooded, having feathers and wings usually capable of flight, and laying
eggs.
BRED - Simple past tense and past participle of breed.
DIRE - Ill-boding; portentous.
RIDE - To play defense on the defensemen or midfielders, as an attackman.
RUDE - Bad mannered.
BIDE - (chiefly dialectal) To bear; to endure; to tolerate.
BRIE - A variety of soft, mild French cheese made from cow's milk.
DRUB - To beat (someone or something) with a stick.

Word definitions - wordscapes level 3882
BURIED - Placed in a grave at a burial.

